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Coronavirus and its impact on Study:
No one imagined benevolent environment to be so hostile. What it has stored for us in
future is oblivion to us. All have been changed and taken a new direction with new
challenges Hardly does remain any sphere of life which is not affected globally by
formidable covid-19. Similarly in Pakistan for once it jammed the educational system.
On 15th March all educational institutes were closed as they could leave grave
repercussions on us. It was time for HEC to play its role and provide guidance to both
teachers and students. Pakistan is a developing country therefore all the facilities to
cope with the online classes are not here. Unfortunately at first it couldn’t continue as
some students couldn’t afford digital devices like laptops, some live in remote areas,
some face internet issues, some live in joint family system where they find no corner
of theirs to study alone and above them there was no face to face discussion among
teacher and students. I myself had difficulty in taking online lectures and exams as
losing marks is the biggest fear a student can have. It cleared one thing that our
education was restricted to educational institutes only and we are still behind in
technology. But now the condition of online classes is far better and I am hoping for
more improvements from HEC.

Discrimination- A hurdle in Pakistan’s Progress
Discrimination means treating a person unfairly because of who they are or because
they possess certain characteristics. It is not the problem of Pakistan alone as we see
no country or society is immune to it. People face discrimination in the name of age,
gender, race, disability, religion, marriage and civil partnership. To remove this bias
globally Equality Act 2010 was made, which was quite helpful.
I believe that discrimination is one of the biggest hurdles we face today in Pakistan’s
progress. One gender discriminating the other, favoritism at work places, feeling
superior because of race and color, these all result in being obscene, miserly and
cowardly towards other. Similarly superior countries discriminate other countries to
show off their power. At first we need to overcome this prejudice among people. Even
my religion, Islam teaches us that no one is superior to another except by good deeds.
Reviving the golden principles of Islam and practicing them can be of lot help. A person
should never be judged by his or her appearance and treated badly neither in
relationships nor in offices. Parents and Type equation here.educational institutes can
help a lot in this regard by polishing them from early stages of life. Hope we soon get
united and make progress not only on national but also international level.

Is Part-Time job effective along with study?
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Part time job is a job done half of the full time job. Part time job is mainly for college
students to earn additional income or for investing their time in meaningful way. It all
started in UK in 2000. When other countries came to know about the importance of
part time job, they implemented it in their countries too. And so is the case with
Pakistan. People have different views regarding it but I prefer doing part-time job along
with study.
My family is well settled and it was enough for me to focus on my studies only. But my
main goal is to learn a new skill every year and so keeping my study schedule in my
mind I found a suitable part time job for me. It made me responsible. I started taking
good decisions than before. I earned money for my personal expenditures. I became
punctual. I learnt how to work within a team. And above all I learnt a new skill every
time I did a new part-time job. Yes it can become burdensome for some students who
cannot manage both studies and work together but once they learn the managing skill,
it becomes a piece of cake for them to handle both together in future.
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